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8. House Secrets

 "But that I am forbid

 To tell the secrets of my prison house,

 I could a tale unfold whose lightest word

 Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,

 Make thy two eyes like stars start from their spheres,

 Thy knotted and combined locks to part,

 And each particular hair to stand on end

 Like quills upon the fretful porpentine"

 —Hamlet

 In Chapter 2 we showed that doubts about the Shakespeare authorship

 existed among contemporary writers. Now I want to demonstrate that

 some of them believed the real author to be Francis Bacon. Stratfordians

 make great fun of all this. On the one hand, they deny the existence of

 contemporary hearsay; on the other hand, when it is displayed before their

 eyes, they ridicule it on the grounds that it must have been the worst-kept

 secret in literary history. Perhaps it was, among a certain circle of people,

 and no doubt others guessed at the truth. I shall concentrate largely on

 presenting four witnesses who were personally known to Bacon. If the

 truth were known, then they knew it. And as with keepers of secrets in

 general, their silence was not complete.

 Matthew's Most Prodigious Wit

 Our first witness is Tobie Matthew. Born in 1577, Matthew, son of the

 Archbishop of York, became a close friend of Francis Bacon in the 1590s,

 when the Shakespeare plays began to be performed regularly. Their

 friendship remained firm for 30 years, despite the fact that Matthew spent

 a large part of this period abroad. While in Italy, he became converted to

 Catholicism and, although he tried to keep it a secret in England, it was

 bound to come out because of his father's position. In fact, he was

 imprisoned for a time and then ordered into exile. He remained abroad for

 10 years, though letters passed continually between him and Bacon during

 this whole period. In 1617 he returned to England but still refused to take

 the oath of allegiance. Early in 1619 he was again ordered to leave the

 country. The letters continued.

 Some of this correspondence still exists, and what is clear is that Bacon

 frequently sent Matthew copies of his writings, either in manuscript or in

 printed form. For example, in 1605 Bacon sent Matthew, then in Italy, a
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copy of his Advancement of Learning, together with a letter saying that he

had "more right to it than any man, except Bishop Andrews, who was my

inquisitor". What Bacon meant by 'inquisitor' was someone who acted as a

private judge and critic of his writings. He must have regarded Matthew

highly in this respect since he even took the trouble to send many of these

writings abroad to him in manuscript form.

Matthew continued to communicate from abroad to Bacon, and one of

his letters contains a startling postscript. It is undated, but it was probably

written after 1617 because it addresses Bacon as 'most honoured Lord' and

Bacon was appointed Lord Keeper in that year and Lord Chancellor in

1618. The postscript reads: "The most prodigious wit, that ever I knew of

my nation, and this side of the sea, is of your Lordship's name, though he

be known by another". Some absurd solutions to this puzzling sentence

have been propounded. A frequent suggestion is that Matthew was referring

to Bacon's brother Anthony. Gibson, who dates the letter 1624, repeats

this nonsense, writing that "at this time Bacon's brother, Anthony, was

also abroad on secret service, travelling under an assumed name. Such a

circumstance is more than adequate to explain Matthew's remark" (The

Shakespeare Claimants, 1962, p226). But it isn't, for the simple reason

that Anthony Bacon was in his grave 15-20 years before the letter was

written, having died in 1601!

Another extremely odd 'solution' is that Matthew was referring to a

Jesuit monk called Thomas Bacon whom he had allegedly met while in

exile. Although he does not state that he is Matthew's man, Sir Sidney Lee

writes:

"According to the only sane interpretation of Matthew's words, his

'most prodigious wit' was some  Englishman  named  Bacon  whom  he

met  abroad—probably  a pseudonymous  Jesuit  like  most  of  Matthew's

friends.  The real surname of Thomas Southwell, who was a learned

Jesuit domiciled chiefly in the Low Countries, was Thomas Bacon" (A

Life of William Shakespeare, 1899, p371).

Really? Frankly, the 'sanity' of this interpretation is highly questionable.

Thomas Bacon was 25 years of age at this time and was hardly old enough

to establish himself as a 'prodigious wit'. But he never achieved this status

anyway, as his writings were seriously theological and not works of 'wit'

at all. Moreover, no one has ever produced any evidence that Tobie

Matthew ever met Thomas Bacon.

There is, of course, a more obvious explanation of this cryptic postscript,

namely that the 'most prodigious wit' was the person to whom the letter

was written. This is surely the only 'sane' interpretation. It avoids the

necessity of a frantic, and ultimately desperate, search for some other
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figure whom Matthew had suddenly discovered and whom he immediately

 ranked above his close friend and idol of 30 years. As we are about to see,

 Matthew praises Francis Bacon superlatively, so it is rather unlikely that

 anyone could possibly hero worship two people of the same name at the

 same time: the odds would still be pretty high even if their name was, say,

 Smith rather than Bacon.

 The fact of the matter is that Tobie Matthew ranked Francis Bacon

 above any other person he had ever met. This is clear from his other letters

 and writings. Consider this example, where Matthew is writing about

 Bacon's attempts in 1607-8 to win him back from the Catholic faith: "For

 he was in very truth (with being a kind of monster both of wit and

 knowledge also in other things) such a poor kind of creature in all those

 which are questionable about religion, that my wonder takes away all my

 words". A kind of 'monster of wit' is a 'prodigious wit', after all.  Or turn to

 the preface to Matthew's collected letters, published five years after his

 death in 1655. He describes Bacon as "a creature of incomparable abilities

 of mind, of a sharp and catching apprehension, large and faithful memory,

 plentiful and sprouting invention". Francis Bacon, he continues, was:

 "A man so rare in knowledge, of so many several kinds, endued with

 the facility and felicity of expressing it all, in so elegant, and yet so

 choice and ravishing a way of words, of metaphors and allusions, as

 perhaps, the world hath not seen, since it was a world. I know this may

 seem a great hyperbole, and strange kind of riotous excess of speech; but

 the best means of putting me to shame, will be, for you to place any other

 man of yours, by this of mine…"

 But, wait. This description means precisely 'most prodigious wit'. It

 does seem necessary to spell it out. The word 'wit' is a hold-all term which

 means: intelligence — 'a creature of incomparable abilities of mind'; the

 faculty of knowing in general — 'a man so rare in knowledge, of so many

 several kinds'; power of expression — 'endued with the facility and

 felicity of expressing it all...'. Clearly, Matthew's praise of the man who

 had all these qualities in superabundance 'as, perhaps, the world hath not

 seen since it was a world' is exactly the same as the 'most prodigious wit'

 of Bacon's name.

 The Renaissance connection between wit and poetry should also be

 mentioned. Bacon himself described poetry as 'a play of wit', and in his

 Scourge of Folly John Davies of Hereford refers to Shakespeare's 'reigning

 wit'. Curiously, when Matthew invites us to place any man of ours beside

 Francis Bacon, the person who immediately springs to mind is—

 Shakespeare! Is Matthew inviting us to do just that?—the 'ravishing'

 metaphors and allusions point us in a poetic direction and the 'sprouting
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invention' and 'riotous excess of speech' point us towards drama.

Consider next the phrase, 'though he be known by another'. As we have

seen, Bacon concluded a letter to Sir John Davies: "So, desiring you to be

good to concealed poets, I continue...". This remarkable confession has

puzzled many scholars. Where is the concealed poetry of Francis Bacon?

Was it published anonymously, or under another name? When Bacon died

he left his unpublished writings in the care of his secretary William

Rawley, who in turn before his death in 1667 handed what he did not

publish over to Thomas Tenison, Archbishop of Canterbury. He published

some under the title Baconiana in 1679, and commented: "Those who

have true skill in the works of the Lord Verulam, like great masters in

painting, can tell by the design, the strength, the way of colouring, whether

he was the author of this or the other piece, though his name be not to it".

Clearly, Bacon was known in some circles to write works, including

poetry, under another name. And this is exactly what Tobie Matthew is

saying in the famous postscript.

We should consider also the context of Matthew's postscript. There is

not the slightest suggestion in the body of the letter that Matthew might

possibly want to inform Bacon that he had met a greater 'wit' than Bacon

himself. On the contrary, he is actually thanking Bacon for something he

has sent him:

"Most honoured Lord,

I have received your great and noble token and favour of the 9th of

April, and can but return the humblest of my thanks for your Lordship's

vouchsafing so to visit this poorest and unworthiest of your servants. It

doth me good at heart, that, although I be not where I was in place, yet

I am in the fortune of your Lordship's favour, if I may call that fortune,

which I observe to be so unchangeable. I pray hard that it may once come

in my power to serve you for it; and who can tell, but that, as fortis

imaginatio generat causam, so strange desires may do as much? Sure I

am, that mine are ever waiting on your Lordship; and wishing as much

happiness as is due to your incomparable virtue, I humbly do your

Lordship reverence, Your Lordship's most obliged and humble servant,

Tobie Matthew".

So here is Matthew thanking Bacon for sending him a 'great and noble

token'. Is it not logical to assume that the postscript is a response to that

gift? Certainly, Matthew, who translated  Bacon's Essays into Italian,

would have been familiar with the remark in the essay Of Cunning: "I

know one, that when he wrote a letter, he would put that which was most

material in the postscript, as if it had been a by-matter".  This is precisely

the impression conveyed here. The postscript seems to be a throwaway

line whose relevance to the communication as a whole is not immediately
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apparent, yet it has to be relevant, and the significance must relate to the

 'great and noble token'. Was the token one of the works written by the

 'most prodigious wit'? Or even a collected edition? As we have already

 seen, Bacon did send his works to Matthew on many occasions. Moreover,

 from many of the letters which passed between them it is clear that some

 of the works which Bacon sent for scrutiny were writings which he did not

 want others to see. Many are not named but simply called 'writings'. On

 one occasion Bacon writes: "I have sent you some copies of my book of

 the Advancement which you desired, and a little work of my recreation

 which you desired not".

 'Writings', 'works of my recreation'. Why are they given no name? In

 one letter Bacon actually tells Matthew: "Be careful of the writings

 submitted to you that no one may see them". This again is clear evidence

 that Bacon was engaged in secret writing of some sort. And when Matthew

 writes that the 'most prodigious wit... is of your lordship's name, though he

 be known by another', he means that these secret writings were (a) published

 under another name and (b) of sufficiently high literary merit to justify the

 appellation of 'most prodigious wit'.

 Bacon uses another term to refer to these writings which is of special

 note:  "My Instauration I reserve for your conference; it sleeps not. Those

 works of the Alphabet are in my opinion of less use where you are now,

 than at Paris; and therefore I conceived that you had sent me a kind of tacit

 countermand of your former request. But in regard that some friends of

 yours have still insisted here, I send them to you; and for my part, I value

 your own reading more than your publishing them to others…".  'Writings',

 'works of my recreation', and now 'works of the Alphabet'. What does this

 mean? A possible solution is provided by an entry in Bacon's Promus, a

 notebook now held in the British Museum. The entry reads: "Tragedies

 and comedies are made of one alphabet". The word therefore presumably

 refers to the 'alphabet of nature', a phrase which Bacon does use elsewhere.

 In other words, both tragedies and comedies deal with the components of

 human nature. So if 'works of the Alphabet' were indeed tragedies and

 comedies, then there can be no doubt that Bacon was a poetic dramatist

 who published his work under another name.

  In a previous chapter I referred to the letter of Matthew's which

 actually quotes from a Shakespeare play and refers to its creator as 'that

 excellent author Sir John Falstaff'. Arguably, there are at least two

 Shakespearean references in the extant letters which passed between these

 two people. The first is from Matthew to Bacon: "I will not promise to

 return you weight for weight, but measure for measure, and I must tell you

 beforehand that you are not to expect any further stuff from me than
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fustian and bombast and such wares as that. For there is no venturing in

richer commodities, and much less upon such as are forbidden. Neither,

indeed, do we know what is forbidden and what is not". Had Bacon sent

Matthew a manuscript of this play? The reference to 'forbidden' certainly

accords with what we know to have been the official attitude to plays.

The second is a letter from Bacon to Matthew in which he writes: "Of

this, when you were here I showed you some model, at which time

methought you were more willing to hear Julius Caesar than Queen

Elizabeth commended". What was the 'model' which Bacon had showed

Matthew when he was in England? A possible explanation of this term is

provided in Bacon's Plan of The Great Instauration. Recall that he tells us

his work falls into six parts and that the fourth part is 'The Ladder of the

Intellect':  "I do not speak of those examples which are joined to the

several precepts and rules by way of illustration (for which I have given

plenty in the second half of the work); but I mean actual types and models,

by which the entire process of the mind and the whole fabric and order of

invention from the beginning to the end, in certain subjects, and those

various and remarkable, should be set as it were before the eyes".   'Actual

types and models' by which the process of the mind 'is set as it were before

the eyes' could allude to drama. If not, what else?

What, then, was 'the great and noble token and favour' which Matthew

had received from Bacon which caused him to write the cryptic postscript?

In 1623 the First Folio of Shakespeare was published, and there were

probably about 1,000 copies printed. Did Bacon send a copy to Tobie

Matthew? If so, this would date the letter possibly in 1624, as Gibson

suggested. However, from evidence of Matthew's movements abroad in

these years, he did not travel from England to Spain until late April 1623

and was not abroad in April 1624. N.B. Cockburn in The Bacon Shakespeare

Question thinks the most likely possible dates for the letter are 1619 or

1620, which would eliminate the First Folio as the 'great and noble token'.

He suggests instead that it was the collection of eight Shakespeare plays

published in 1619, printed separately by Pavier and Jaggard within a few

weeks of each other, including The Merchant of Venice, King Lear and A

Midsummer Night's Dream.

Davies' 'Sugared Muse'

In Chapter 2 we stated that, about 1610, John Davies of Hereford (not

to be confused with Sir John Davies, also known to Bacon and recipient of

the 'concealed poets' letter) published his Scourge of Folly which, he tells

us, is a work "consisting of satyricall epigrams". One of them is addressed

to "our English Terence, Mr Will Shake-speare". We suggested that, just
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as Terence was believed to be a cover name, Davies is hinting that so too

 was Shakespeare. In the Stratfordian view, he really means that

 Shakespeare, like Terence, rose from fairly humble beginnings. But there

 is nothing 'satirical' about such a proposition, whereas saying that the

 actor didn't write the works and that Shakespeare was a cover name

 arguably is. Moreover, in the same Scourge of Folly, Davies—a calligrapher

 and for a time one of Bacon's good pens— includes a sonnet to Francis:

  "The Bounty and the Beauty of thy Witt

 Comprised in Lists of Law and learned Arts

 Each making thee for great Employment fitt

 Which thou hast (though short of thy deserts),

 Compels my pen to let fall shining Inke

 And to bedew the Baies that deck thy Front;

 And to thy health in Helicon to drink

 As to her Bellamour the Muse is wont:

 For thou dost her embosom; and dost use

 Her company for sport twixt grave affairs;

 So utterest law the livelier through thy Muse:

 And for that all thy notes are sweetest Aires,

 My Muse thus notes thy worth in every line,

 With ink which thus she sugars, so to shine".

 Helicon, like Parnassus, was a mountain in Greece sacred to the Muses

 and its fountains were the waters of literary inspiration. Clearly, Davies

 considered Bacon to be a commendable poet. The last line brings to mind

 the phrase used by Meres of Shakespeare's 'sugared sonnets'. Suggesting

 that Bacon used the Muse's company 'for sport twixt grave affairs' is very

 curious indeed. It is hardly referring to his prose works which are serious

 in intent, but it could be referring to plays and especially comedies, and

 the 'grave affairs' could then serve as a double reference both to tragedies

 and to Bacon's legal work. Davies even says that he had woven into his

 works spirited illustrations of the law ('so utterest law the livelier through

 thy Muse'), which is interesting because of course the Shakespeare plays

 are riddled with legal allusions. John Davies of Hereford, incidentally, is a

 candidate for the scribbler on the outer cover of the Northumberland

 Manuscript, of which more in the next chapter.

 Hall's Labeo and Marston's Mutius

 In Chapter 2 we also alluded to Joseph Hall and John Marston. Hall in

 his Virgidemiae (1597) suggests that a 'cynic' called Labeo wrote

 Shakespeare and John Marston in his Metamorphosis of Pigmalion's

 Image and Certain Satyres (1598) calls this person Mutius and Canaidos.

 Recall that Hall, a Puritan, disapproves of Shakespeare, whereas Marston
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regards him as the "most of me beloved". Hall does not clearly identify

Labeo, but as we said earlier the original Labeo was a celebrated Roman

lawyer and educator in the time of Augustus. He had a wide general

culture and his works are either lost or are known under other names. If

Hall chose this name because of the legal as well as the possible nom de

plume connections, then Francis Bacon would certainly qualify. We might

perhaps note that Thomas Nashe implied that the author of Hamlet was

born into the trade of 'noverint' (a lawyer). So here are two likely references

to Shakespeare as a lawyer.

There is another possible hint in the following lines:

"Labeo is whip't, and laughs me in the face.

Why? for I smite and hide the galled place,

Gird but the Cynicks helmet on his head".

Here Labeo wears a helmet. Now in the Gesta Grayorum festivities,

produced at Gray's Inn three years before Hall's work appeared, there was

a comic order of chivalry called the Knights of the Helmet. The wearing of

this helmet was supposed to render the wearer invisible. And who was

probably the 'chief contriver' of the festival? Why, Francis Bacon, of course!

It is, however, Marston who makes the positive identification.. In

Satyre 4 he defends Hall's victims and included is the following passage:

"What, not mediocria firma from thy spite?

But must thy envious hungry fangs need light

On Magistrates Mirror? Must thou needs detract

And strive to work his ancient honours wrack?

What, shall not Rosamund or Gaveston

Ope their sweet lips without detraction?

And must our modern critics envious eye

Seeme thus to quote some grosse deformity,

Where art, not error, shineth in their style,

But error, and no art, doth thee beguile?

For tell mee, critic, is not fiction

The soul of poesy's invention?"

The first line above appears puzzling until it is realised that mediocria

firma was, as we said before, Bacon's family motto. It can be seen, for

example, over the portrait of Bacon on the title-page of Sylva Sylvanum. A

rough translation is 'moderate things endure' or 'safety in the mean', and in

Marston's line the word 'firma' is used both as part of the motto and to

mean 'safe', so that the line can be interpreted as: "What, is not Bacon safe

from your spite?"  Now the question is: why should Marston identify

Bacon as one of Hall's targets?

We know that the main thrust of Hall's abuse was directed at Labeo.

There is certainly no other target that can be identified as Bacon. We
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know, too, that Marston's admiration for Venus and Adonis inspired him

 to write his work in the first place. From these facts it is reasonable to

 conclude that 'mediocria firma' is, indeed, Labeo. In The Shakespeare

 Claimants Gibson concedes that this is so: "Marston believed that Hall

 meant Bacon as the author and Venus and Adonis as the poem", he writes.

 In the same year, 1598, Marston published another work, The Scourge

 of Villanie, in which he returns to Hall's attack on Labeo:

 "What icy Saturnist, what northern pate

 But such gross lewdness would exasperate?

 I think the blind doth see the flame-god rise

 From sisters couch, each morning to the skies,

 Glowing with lust. Walk but in dusky night

 With Lynceus eyes, and to thy piercing sight

 Disguised gods will show, in peasants shape,

 Prest to commit some execrable rape".

 This is a clear parody of Hall and is also very close to the lines of The

 Rape of Lucrece where the sun rises on her rape. The reference to a

 disguised god in peasant's shape is intriguing, not to say revealing, if it

 refers to the author of that poem.

 Later, Marston writes about a man whom he calls 'Mutius' in the

 following passage:

 "My soul adores judicial scholarship;

 But when to servile imitatorship

 Some spruce Athenian pen is prenticed,

 'Tis worse than apish...

 Fond affection

 Befits an ape and mumpion babion.

 O what a tricksy, learned, nicking strain

 Is this applauded, senseless, modern vein.

 When late I heard it from sage Mutius lips

 How ill, methought, such wanton jigging skips

 Beseemed his graver speech. 'Far fly thy fame,

 Most, most of me beloved! whose silent name

 I ever honour; and, if my love beguile

 Not much my hopes, then thy unvalued worth

 Shall mount fair place, when apes are turned forth'.

 I am too mild. Reach me my scourge again

 I once did know a tinkling pewterer,

 That was the vilest stumbling stutterer

 That ever hack'd and hew'd our native tongue,

 Yet to the lute if you had heard him sung,

 Jesu! how sweet he breathed! You can apply.

 O senseless prose, judicial poesie,

 How ill you're match'd".
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Hall is here being compared unfavourably to this 'Mutius'. The former

is called the 'vilest stumbling pewterer' who 'ever hack'd and hew'd our

native tongue'. He did not really write poetry but 'senseless prose'. Mutius,

on the other hand, is called a sage and 'Athenian pen'—Athens to both

Hall and Marston was Cambridge. Mutius writes 'judicial poetry' and has

'judicial scholarship', which point to his being a lawyer. He frequently

abandons his 'graver speech' for 'wanton jigging skips', obviously meaning

drama. He is a man who to Marston is 'most of me beloved'. Yet he has a

'silent name'. Indeed; for 'mutus' is Latin for 'dumb' or 'mute'. But poets are

not normally described as mute. The question is whether this Cambridge-

educated lawyer who writes poetry and drama is Labeo again. Well, when

we realise that Mutius is actually a character in Titus Andronicus it does

seem highly probable.

Marston returns to the man who is 'most of me beloved' in a play called

What You Will (1607), which is indeed  related to Twelfth Night both in

title and theme (his plays are replete with echoes of Shakespeare). In the

play the characters sometimes step out of their roles, usually to talk about

the author. In one such speech, however, the following lines appear:

"No sir; should discreet Mastigophoros

Or the dear spirit acute Canaidos

(That Aretine, that most of me beloved

Who in the rich esteeme I prize his soul

I terme myself) should these once menace me,

Or curb my humours with well governed check,

I should with most industrious regard

Observe, abstain, and curb my skipping lightness;

But when an arrogant, odd, impudent,

A blushing forehead, only out of sense

Of his own wants, bawls in malignant questing

At others means of waving gallantry".

So again Marston defends him who is 'most of me beloved' against

Hall's 'malignant questing'. He refers to him this time as 'Canaidos', which

harks back to the terms 'Cyned' and 'Cynick' which Hall had used as

alternatives for Labeo. It seems a fair conclusion that Labeo, Mediocria

Firma, Mutius and Canaidos are all names which Marston gives to the

author of Shakespeare. As we have seen, Marston—imprisoned twice for

his writings—was fully cognisant of the difficulties facing poets and

dramatists and therefore their motives for concealment. Yet he was prepared

to risk his own neck to defend someone who was a source of great

inspiration to him.

It seems reasonable to conclude that—contrary to what modern scholars

such as Bate maintain—there was contemporary doubt about the authorship
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of Shakespeare. We can say that it was probably indirectly voiced by

 Tobie Matthew, John Florio and John Davies of Hereford and almost

 certainly raised by Joseph Hall and John Marston. Terence, Phaethon,

 Labeo and Mutius are all cover names for Shakespeare and Marston links

 the last to Francis Bacon. As for Matthew, he writes that the most prodigious

 wit he has ever met is called Bacon, though he is known by another name.

 This, too, points us inexorably in the direction of Shakespeare.

  Far from being of recent origin, the Baconian theory dates from the

 publication in 1598 of Pigmalion's Image and the first Baconian in print

 was its author, John Marston. Of course, Marston may have been wrong.

 But if we consider what he says in conjunction with the other witnesses

 cited, the possibility arises that he may have been right. H.N. Gibson in

 The Shakespeare Claimants believed that the Hall and Marston works

 were "the one piece of evidence in the whole Baconian case that demands

 serious consideration". He was wrong, of course, because there is more

 than that in favour of Bacon's claim. But at least it is a concession from

 someone who was clearly an upholder of Stratfordian orthodoxy.

 Jonson's Plays

 "Sweet Swan of Avon". For this and certain other statements, Ben

 Jonson is invariably cited as the chief witness on behalf of the claims

 made for William of Stratford's authorship of the Shakespeare canon.

 But, as I pointed out in Chapter 1, swans don't sing.

 Jonson makes a number of remarks in his poems, plays, prose writings

 and in the First Folio itself which seem to identify the Stratford actor and

 maltster with the dramatist. In reality, however, he is a chief witness on

 behalf of Francis Bacon.

 Ben's remarks seem to reveal a mass of contradictions and confusions

 in his attitude to Shakespeare. On one occasion he apparently belittles him

 as 'an essential clown' and a 'poet-ape (see Chapter 2); on another he

 praises him to the skies as 'the soul of the age' and the 'star of poets'. Some

 Stratfordians explain these inconsistencies by arguing that Ben was an

 honest and sincere fellow but that, as a 'man of contraries', his opinions

 had a habit of changing from day to day according to his mood.

 Alternatively, it is suggested that his praise of Shakespeare was bound to

 be grudging because of jealousy. Certainly, he does seem to have been

 loathe to praise anyone without qualification: as Drummond said of him,

 he was "a great lover and praiser of himself, a contemner and scorner of

 others".

 But perhaps there is another explanation. Suppose that at different

 times he is referring to two entirely different people; in other words, he is
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making a distinction between the person who was the actor and the person

who was the playwright. Then the apparent contradictions evaporate. I

propose to argue that while the former is clearly identified as William of

Stratford, the latter is identified as Francis Bacon.

Let us begin with Every Man out of his Humour (1599). In this play

William is satirised through the character of Sogliardo. He obtains the title

of gentleman after much toil "among the Harrots" (heralds), just as William's

father had done. Secondly, the crest on the Shakespere coat-of-arms

contained the words 'non sans droit'—not without right. In the play

Puntarvolo suggests Sogliardo's motto should be 'not without mustard'. In

the introduction Sogliardo is described as "an essential clown... yet so

enamour'd of the name of gentleman that he will have it, though he buys

it". Elsewhere in the play he is called "a fool" and "a transparent gull that

may be seen through".

If Sogliardo represents Shakspere, there are also grounds for believing

that Puntarvolo represents Bacon. In Act 3 Scene 4, where the 'not without

mustard' remark is made, Sogliardo says that his crest is Puntarvolo's

"bore without a head rampant" and Carlo the jester then interpolates that

the herald has "deciphered" Sogliardo well as "a swine without a head,

without braine, wit" etc. Since Bacon's crest was indeed a boar, we could

interpret Jonson to mean that Shakspere is a Bacon without the head and

brains. What strengthens this interpretation is the fact that in the 'mustard'

speech Puntarvolo also says that instead of a coat-of-arms, Sogliardo

should have "a hog's cheek" and "for crest a frying pan".

Not only does Puntarvolo represent Bacon, but Jonson also suggests

that he wrote Romeo and Juliet!  In one scene Puntarvolo's wife appears to

him at her window above while he addresses her from below, in the style

of the famous scene in that play. She promises to come down and he

expresses astonishment, at which point an eavesdropper says: "What?

with speaking a speech of your own penning?"  This is surely a definite

hint that Puntarvolo wrote this scene in the play which is being parodied.

Another biting reference to William Shakspere seems to occur in The

Poetaster, first acted in 1601. Although the action of this play is set in

Rome at the time of Augustus, many of the characters represent

contemporaries. Thus Jonson himself is featured as Horace, his favourite

Latin author. Marston is satirised as Crispinus and Dekker as Demetrius.

The question, then, is who are Pantalabus, Ovid and Virgil meant to

personify? Pantalabus is described as "a gent'man, parcel-poet, you slave;

his father was a man of worship". In Shakespeare's Globe A.L. Rowse

thinks this may be a reference to the man from Stratford, though he

believes he may also be represented by Ovid. Of Ovid, more anon; let us
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stick for the moment to Pantalabus. A 'parcel-poet' is like a parcel-gilt

 goblet—a poet on the surface only but inwardly base metal. The word

 Pantalabus itself comes from the Greek, meaning 'one who takes all

 things', and it is surely significant that in Horace's Satires Pantolabus is

 featured as a parasite. That the actor from Stratford is again being parodied

 is supported by a reference to Pantalabus's "stalking strain"—stalkers

 were strolling players—and to his father being "a man of worship"—

 Shakspere's grandfather being described by the heralds as "a gentleman of

 worship", So, once more, Jonson is clearly hinting that William is not

 genuine but someone who lives off others' brains.

 Moreover, as in the earlier play, he is making a clear distinction

 between Shakspere the man and Shakespeare the dramatist. There seems

 little doubt, as Rowse acknowledges, that Ovid Junior represents the

 latter. In the play he is a young lawyer who is secretly writing poetry and

 plays. The connection between Shakespeare and Ovid was made by other

 contemporaries. Thus in 1598 Francis Meres had written in his Palladis

 Tamia: Wits Treasury: "As the soul of Euphorbus was thought to live in

 Pythagoras, so the sweet and wittie soule of Ovid lives in mellifluous and

 honey-tongued Shakespeare; witness his Venus and Adonis, his Lucrece,

 his sugared sonnets among his private friends". What is more, through the

 mouth of Ovid in the play Jonson renders his own translation of the

 couplet from Ovid's Amores which appears on the title-page of Venus and

 Adonis:

 "Kneel hindes to trash; me let bright Phoebus swell,

 With cups full flowing from the Muses well".

 Jonson's play opens with Ovid busy writing poetry when his servant

 Luscus enters to warn him that his father is coming and that he had better

 hide his poems and pretend to be studying law. "Away with your songs

 and sonnets", he advises, "and on with your gowne and cappe, quickly",

 and "get a law-booke in your hand". Eventually Ovid Senior appears and

 the dialogue runs as follows:

 "Ovid Senior: Are these the fruits of all my travaille and expenses?

 Is this the scope and aim of thy studies? Are these the hopeful courses,

 wherewith I have so long flattered my expectation from thee? Verses?

 Poetrie? Ovid, whom I thought to see the pleader, become Ovid the

 play-maker?

 Ovid Junior: No, sir.

 Ovid Senior: Yes, sir. I heard of a tragedie of yours comming foorth

 for the common players there, call'd 'Medea'. By my household gods,

 if I come to the acting of it, I'le adde one tragick part, more then is yet

 expected, to it:  beleeve me when I promise it. What? Shall I have my

 sonne a stager now?..."
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A little later the following dialogue occurs:

"Ovid Junior: They wrong mee, sir, and doe abuse you more,

That blow your eares with these untrue reports.

I am not knowne unto the open stage,

Nor do I  traffique in their theatres.

Indeed, I doe acknowledge, at request

Of some neere friends, and honorable Romanes,

I have begun a poeme of that nature.

Ovid Senior: You have, sir, a poeme? And where is't? That's the law

you studie.

Ovid Junior: Cornelius Gallus borrowed it to reade.

Ovid Senior: Cornelius Gallus? There's another gallant, too, hath

drunk of this same poison: and Tibullus and Propertius. But these are

gentlemen of meanes, and revenew now. Thou art a younger brother,

and hast nothing, but thy bare exhibition..."

There are a number of reasons why Ovid in Jonson's play does not

represent merely the historical Ovid. As we have said, some of the other

characters clearly represent contemporaries. Secondly, although the real

Ovid did train for the law, he is regarded solely as a poet, not a dramatist.

He did write one play, now lost, which was indeed called Medea, but it is

more likely to have been read by him to friends as if it were a poem rather

than performed on the public stage by common players, and it was not, in

any case, a youthful work as is the case in Jonson's play. Again, we have

already stated that Jonson's Ovid does refer to the couplet on the title-page

of Venus and Adonis, which strongly hints that Shakespeare is being

represented here.

Yet while Ovid shares nothing with William of Stratford, he does have

a good deal in common with Francis Bacon. There is no evidence that

William studied law, but Francis did. Neither was his father a lawyer, as

Nicholas Bacon was. William was hardly engaged in secret literary work,

but Francis was, as we shall see. If William were Shakespeare he would be

'knowne unto the open stage', but if Francis was Shakespeare he would

not. Nor was William a 'younger brother', as Francis was. It is also true

that Francis had nothing but his 'bare exhibition', for when his father died

he left him nothing except in remote contingencies. So Jonson's Ovid fits

Francis Bacon rather well. Yet Jonson IS referring to Shakespeare: he

refers to his songs, his sonnets, and his tragedies and alludes to Venus and

Adonis.

Jonson's play Volpone dates from 1605. It includes a character called

Sir Politique Would Be, who has in his study no papers save "notes, drawn

out of play-bookes... and some essayes". Montaigne had written essays in
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France, but in England the term was new and its first English exponent

 was Francis Bacon. Sir Politique surely therefore depicts Bacon, but why

 then had his study notes drawn out of play-books? Similarly, Jonson's

 play The Silent Woman was first acted in 1609. In the work Sir John Daw

 is characterised as a knight, a lawyer, a rising statesman and a Counsellor

 Extraordinary. Of particular relevance to our purposes is that he also

 writes poetry but keeps it secret because the publicity would, as another

 character puts it, "hinder his owne own rising i' the state so much". In 1609

 Francis Bacon was a knight, a lawyer, a rising statesman and a Counsellor

 Extraordinary. And, as we have seen, he also considered him a 'concealed

 poet'. We might well ask why Jonson keeps returning in his works to this

 theme of the lawyer/secret poet if it did not happen. And if it happened,

 then to whom is he referring if not Bacon?

 Let us pause for a moment to review what Ben Jonson appears to be

 saying about our subject in these four plays. In the first two he parodies

 William of Stratford in the characters of Sogliardo and Pantalabus. In each

 case the character is portrayed as a clown or fool or someone with

 aspirations to greatness but essentially hollow. Both plays also feature

 distinct characters—Sir Puntarvolo and Ovid—who seem to be the real

 Shakespeare. Moreover, there is sound evidence that Jonson identifies that

 dramatist as Francis Bacon. This conclusion is reinforced by the characters

 in the two later plays of Sir Politique Would Be and Sir John Daw, who

 are both secret playwrights with many of Bacon's habits and attitudes.

Drummond's Notes

yed with William Drummond of Hawthornden,

him

wo carping criticisms are extremely odd. First, they are

con

 In 1619 Jonson sta

self a poet. Drummond's notes of his conversation were published in

 the 18th century, under the heading His Acquaintance and Behaviour with

 Poets Living with Him. They show that Ben pulled no punches in his

 comments on his fellow poets. Francis Beaumont, he says, "loved too

 much himself and his own verses", and "Shakspeer...wanted arte".  Then

 again: "Shakespeer, in a play, brought in a number of men saying that they

 had suffered shipwrack in Bohemia, where there is no sea neer by some

 100 miles".

 These t

tradicted by the Folio verse (see below) where he says: "Thy Art, my

 gentle Shakespeare, must enjoy a part"; and goes on to refer to his "well-

 torned, and true-filed lines", in which he shook a lance "at the eyes of

 ignorance". As for the sea coast of Bohemia, he would surely have known

 that Shakespeare took this straight from Greene's novel Pandosto, upon

 which The Winter's Tale is based. Was Jonson trying to confuse Drummond,
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by glancing at the man and his lack of 'art' rather than the author?

The First Folio Again

This brings us to the First Folio of 1623, and Jonson's part in it. That

role is pretty substantial. He wrote not only the prefatory poem, To the

Memory of My Beloved THE AUTHOR, but also the short verse To the

Reader opposite the Droeshout engraving, the prose preface To the Great

Variety of Readers and the Dedication signed by Heminge and Condell.

Clearly, he must have been requested by some person or persons unknown

to write all this material. It is not likely to have been Heminge and

Condell:  if they were not capable of writing the preface, then they were

even less capable of editing the plays. Their names are there as part of the

cover-up. Whatever the source of the commission, Ben Jonson's

contribution to the First Folio is undeniably a labour of love. The prefatory

poem contains an excellent panegyric of the world's greatest dramatist.

Yet it is not without puzzles and ambiguities. Let us dwell on three of

them: the "small Latine, and less Greeke" (line 31), "insolent Greece, or

haughtie Rome" (line 39) and "Sweet Swan of Avon!" (line 71).

To say of Shakespeare that 'thou hadst small Latine, and less Greeke'

seems to hark back to the remark reportedly made to Drummond that he

'wanted arte', rather than to lines 55-70 where his art and his attacks on

ignorance are crucial to his greatness. Is Jonson contradicting himself yet

again, this time within the space of a few lines? Or is he deliberately

constructing his wording so that it can be taken as true in more senses than

one: extremely true in reference to William's ignorance of Latin and

Greek but also extremely true that Shakespeare's want of scholarship is

purely hypothetical?

The relevant lines are as follows:

"For, if I thought my judgement were of yeeres,

I should commit thee surely with thy peeres,

And tell, how farre thou didst our Lily out-shine,

Or sporting Kid, or Marlowes mighty line,

And though thou hadst small Latine, and lesse Greeke,

From thence to honour thee, I would not seeke

For names..."

The tense of the verbs in this passage is subjunctive throughout. It is a

conditional statement, starting with 'if I thought', continuing through 'I

should', (should) 'tell', 'didst', 'hads't', 'would not seek'. So he is saying:

even if it were true that you had small Latin and less Greek, I wouldn't

seek to honour you by calling you, as others have done, Ovid, Plautus,

Terence etc., but would instead invite them to witness how far you
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outshone them. It is for the very reason of his own erudition that Ben

 Jonson would have been fully cognisant of Shakespeare's depth of classical

 learning. Indeed, Jonson introduced fewer words from Latin into English

 than Shakespeare. So the question has to be asked: was Ben Jonson

 playing word games? As a reference to William of Stratford, it was all too

 true that he had small Latin and less Greek, but as a reference to the real

 mastermind, it could only be stated hypothetically. Jonson is surely teasing

 his readers in this passage.

 The second reference oc

 "... Fo

curs in lines 38-40:

ece, or haughtie Rome,

This unusual phrase 'insolent Greece, or haughtie Rome' is Jonson's

tran

fill'd up all numbers; and perform'd that in our tongue,

wh

Here, of course, Jonson is saying what Tobie Matthew said in the

con

r the comparison

 Of all, that insolent Gre

 Sent forth".

slation from a sentence in Seneca: "Quidquid Roma facundia habet,

 quod insolenti Graeciae aut opponat aut praeferat". He uses it again in

 another context, Timber, Or Discoveries, a kind of notebook, published in

 1641, four years after his death. We—the British—have had many wits,

 he writes, and lists several of them, including More, Sidney and Raleigh

 (though significantly not 'Shakespeare') but the greatest of them all is—

 Francis Bacon!  It is—

 "He, who hath 

ich may be compar'd, or preferr'd, either to insolent Greece, or

 haughty Rome. In short, within his view, and about his times, were all

 the wits borne, that could honour a language, or helpe study. Now things

 daily fall: wits grow downe-ward, and Eloquence growes back-ward: So

 that hee may be nam'd, and stand as the marke, and acme of our

 language…"

troversial postscript: the most prodigious that he ever met was Francis

 Bacon. But he is also using the same phrase which in the First Folio he

 had applied to Shakespeare. Jonson thus eulogies Bacon and Shakespeare

 by using precisely the same terminology. The orthodox response is that he

 quite simply forgot that he had used the same phrase in the context of

 someone else, but it is not simply the phrase that he repeats—it is the

 whole idea which the Greek and Roman comparison is used to illustrate.

 He says of Bacon that 'within his view, and about his times, were all the

 wits born that could honour a language, or helpe study'. He says of

 Shakespeare that he was the 'soule of the age', that 'all the Muses still were

 in their prime, when like Apollo he came forth', that Nature will 'vouchsafe

 no other wit' such richly spun and woven lines, and that he helped study

 by shaking a lance 'as brandish't at the eyes of ignorance'.
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There can be no question that in the First Folio verse Ben Jonson

praises Shakespeare for achieving exactly the same unrivalled feats in

language and education as that which he later attributed to Francis Bacon.

And yet on neither of these two occasions does he compare Bacon to

Shakespeare in terms of this achievement. Indeed, logically he could not,

for he makes it clear that the achievement was unique. The only rational

conclusion is that Bacon's or Shakespeare's achievement was judged to be

unique by Ben Jonson because he knew that Bacon WAS Shakespeare.

Before we leave the statement in Discoveries, we should note the term

'he has fill'd up all numbers'. What does this mean? One suggestion is that

it refers to Bacon's life, 'numbers' therefore meaning parts. But the context

does not warrant this interpretation. 'Numbers' can mean verses, as for

example in Love's Labour's Lost: "These numbers I will tear and write in

prose" (iv, 3). So to say in a literary context that Bacon has 'fill'd up all

numbers' implies that he has written all kinds of poetry.

To the orthodox, however, all this is superfluous quibbling because in

line 71 of the Folio verse Jonson leaves us in no doubt about Shakespeare's

identity. 'Sweet Swan of Avon', they say, ends all argument. I have

already discussed this earlier where I suggested that, according to Jonson,

William performed the same role as the swan in mythology of rescuing

from oblivion someone worthy of immortality. This is not far-fetched.

Consider John Weever's epigram to Edward Alleyn, an actor contemporary

with William:

"Rome had her Roscius and her Theatre,

Her Terence, Plautus, Ennius and Meander.

The first to Allen Phoebus did transfer,

The next Thames Swans receiv'd fore he could land her.

Of both more worthy we by Phoebus doome

Than t'Allen Roscius yield, to London Rome".

Weever is saying that, before Phoebus Apollo could hand on the fame

of the Roman playwrights listed in line 2 to a London dramatist—as he

had handed on the fame of the Roman actor Roscius to Alleyn—Thames

swans had seized it and carried it off. This is a similar interpretation of the

role of the swan that we are suggesting Ben is making in his prefatory

eulogy. Both mention Apollo, the Greek God of poetry and music, and

both mention swans, which frequently acted in a servile capacity to

Apollo.

De Shakespeare Nostrati

There is a section in Discoveries under the above heading, in which

Jonson reverts to the old, contemptuous tone again. It is well known but
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needs to be quoted in full:

 "I remember, the

akespeare, th

 players have often mentioned it as an honour to

Sh

Set alongside the Folio verse and what we know of the encyclopaedic

min

, a fact which is plain from the very

beg

at in his writing (whatsoever he penn'd) hee never

 blotted out line. My answer hath beene, Would he had blotted a

 thousand. Which they thought a malevolent speech. I had not told

 posterity this, but for their ignorance, who choose that circumstance to

 commend their friend by, wherein he most faulted. And to justifie mine

 own candor, (for I lov'd the man, and doe honour his memory (on this

 side Idolatry) as much as any.)  He was (indeed) honest, and of an open

 and free nature: had an excellent Phantsie; brave notions, and gentle

 expressions: wherein he flow'd with that facility, that sometime it was

 necessary he should be stop'd: Sufflaminandus erat; as Augustus said of

 Haterius. His wit was in his owne power; would the rule of it had beene

 so too. Many times hee fell into those things, could not escape laughter:

 As when hee said in the person of Caesar, one speaking to him; Caesar,

 thou dost me wrong. Hee replyed: Caesar did never wrong, but with just

 cause: and such like; which were ridiculous. But hee redeemed his vices,

 with his virtues. There was ever more in him to be praysed, than to be

 pardoned".

d of Shakespeare, this note seems extraordinary. It certainly adds to

 the confusion of Stratfordians, who tend to argue that it is indeed a candid

 statement of Jonson's views about the weaknesses of Shakespeare as a

 poet. This ludicrous explanation then places them in a quandary. Some are

 then forced to say that when he referred to Shakespeare as 'not of an age,

 but for all time', and as the 'soule of the age' and the 'starre of poets' who

 composed 'well torned and true-filed lines', he was lying in his teeth

 though accurate in spite of himself.

 But again this writing is a tease

inning. He starts by referring to the 'players' and their alleged remark

 about Shakespeare never having blotted out a line—an unmistakable

 reference to the preface To the Great Variety of Readers in the First Folio:

 "his hand and mind went together; and what he thought he uttered with

 that easinesse that wee have scarce received from him a blot in his

 papers". The players in this case were Heminge and Condell, whose

 names appear at the end. But it is pretty clear that Heminge and Condell

 didn't really write these words at all; they merely acted as masks. Apart

 from the probability that they would have been incapable of writing a

 piece so full of classicisms, it was in any case customary (when the Folio

 edition of Beaumont and Fletcher's plays was published in 1647, it had a

 similar dedicatory epistle signed by 10 actors). Who, then, did write it?

 Why, none other than 'honest' Ben Jonson himself, a fact demonstrated by
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a number of scholars over the years.

Why, then, in De Shakespeare Nostrati is Jonson drawing the attention

of posterity to a statement that he himself had earlier made under the cover

of two actor friends of William of Stratford?  Its first sentence is very

strangely phrased.  'Whatsoever he penn'd' is cryptically placed in brackets

after 'writing'. It seems to be quite unnecessary. "The players have often

mentioned it as an honour to Shakespeare, that in his writing hee never

blotted out line" would surely do just as well. However, the insertion of

the phrase in parenthesis does possibly change the meaning. 'Whatsoever',

the poetical equivalent of 'whatever', means 'anything which' or 'no matter

what', but it can carry the implication that its user is ignorant of what is

being referred to, as in the statement: "I love you so much that I will do

whatever you ask". So Ben is possibly saying that although the actor

friend of Heminge and Condell is reputed to have written works, he, Ben,

has no idea what they are because he has certainly not seen any of them.

But what then of these unblotted manuscripts? From Ben's accounts,

they are certainly a puzzle. First, he says in the Folio preface that he has

the unblotted manuscripts in his possession: "we have received from him

scarcely a blot in his papers". Then, he says in the following verse that

Shakespeare had to 'sweat' and strike the second beat on the Muses' anvil.

This can only mean that he had to rewrite and revise his work in order to

produce his 'well torned and true-filed lines'. In other words, he certainly

did blot out thousands of lines. The two statements are completely

contradictory, yet they were written by the same man for the same occasion.

Suppose, on the other hand, that while the poem's words do refer to

Shakespeare, the 'unblotted manuscripts' story refers to William of Stratford.

In that case, Ben's position becomes more consistent, and the reason that

he has 'received scarcely a blot' in William's papers is quite simply that no

manuscripts have been received from that source at all. Thus, when Ben

says that 'my answer hath beene, would he had blotted a thousand', instead

of meaning that Shakespeare's writing was insufficiently thought out and

should have been carefully revised, he is suggesting that from his knowledge

of the character and ability of William anything that he might have written

would have been rubbish. 'Would he had blotted out a thousand', like

'scarcely received from him a blot in his papers', is therefore written with

considerable irony and not a little sarcasm. If William of Stratford wrote

anything 'whatsoever' with any 'poetical' pretension, then it ought to have

been torn up and thrown away as totally worthless.

This reading of De Shakespeare Nostrati is supported by what Jonson

goes on to say about the man and his talking. Indeed, the whole extract

arguably makes no reference to the dramatist at all. If he wished that the
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author had removed some lines why does he not give us some examples?

 Instead, what he actually does is to give us a description of the man's

 personal qualities, his conversation and his acting. 'Sufflaminandus erat,

 as Augustus said of Haterius' refers to speaking, not writing. Thus the

 'excellent phantsie, brave notions and gentle expressions' refers to William's

 conversation: in other words, the man was a bit of a blabbermouth who

 spoke too much without thinking what he was saying. Hence Ben's belief

 that if William ever wrote anything, he ought to have blotted out a

 thousand lines.

 As an actor

se things cou

, he also fluffed his lines a lot: "many times he fell into

tho

, there is Jonson's verdict at the end of this extract from

Dis

bet

ming up the testimony of our witnesses, the author of

Shake

ld not escape laughter". The misquote from Julius Caesar

 is indicative of an unsubtle mind unfamiliar with the real meaning of the

 text. Jonson would have known about William's acting ability because he

 involved himself as a producer and William performed in at least one of

 his plays.

 Finally

coveries: "There was ever more in him to be praysed, than to be

 pardoned".  Is this his ultimate assessment of the man who in the Folio

 verse he calls 'My beloved, the author'? There is nothing at all fanciful in

 suggesting instead that it is his final verdict on a different person altogether.

 To sum up Ben Jonson's testimony, in some of his plays he distinguishes

ween the actor Shakspere and the real author of Shakespeare whom he

 identifies as Francis Bacon. In On Poet Ape he pokes fun at the actor and

 the ridiculous notion that his reputation as author has any basis in fact. In

 1623 he himself played an important part in maintaining the secret in his

 contribution to the First Folio—which incidentally might even have been

 written while he was staying with Francis Bacon—while hinting for

 posterity that there is something puzzling to solve. In Discoveries he

 maintains the cover but again emphasises for future ages that it is ridiculous

 to attribute the immortal works of Shakespeare to a harmless blabbermouth

 who could not even act properly. Also in Discoveries he uses the same

 unique comparison in describing Francis Bacon's literary achievement

 that he had used in the Folio verse to describe the identical achievement of

 Shakespeare.

   In sum

speare is referred to by these literary contemporaries as: Terence,

 Phaethon (by Florio—see Chapter 2), Labeo, Mutius, Puntarvolo, Ovid

 Junior, Sir Politique Would Be and Sir John Daw. It is indeed a varied

 collection of pseudonyms. But it is surely significant that they all point us

 in the same direction: not towards William of Stratford but inexorably

 Baconwards.


